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An overview of Bard: an early experiment with generative AI


What Bard is


James Manyika, SVP, Technology and Society


We have long seen the potential of AI to make information and computing more accessible and useful to 

people. As part of this journey, we have made pioneering advancements on large language models (LLMs) 

and have seen great progress across Google and in this field more broadly. For several years, we have 

applied LLMs in the background to improve many of our products, such as

, , and helping us  in Google Search. Now, we 

are using LLMs to power , an experiment that allows people to collaborate directly with generative AI.



While we’re at an important inflection point and encouraged by the widespread excitement around 

generative AI, it’s still early days for this technology. The following outlines how we are approaching our 

work on Bard — what it is, how it works and its current capabilities and limitations. Our approach to Bard will 

evolve as Bard itself (and its underlying technology) does, and as we learn from ongoing research, 

experience and user feedback.



Bard is designed as an interface to an LLM that enables users to collaborate with generative AI. We believe 

one of the promises of LLM-based innovations like Bard is to help people unlock their human potential. Bard 

is an experiment that we are rolling out thoughtfully and in accordance with our . We will engage 

with industry experts, educators, policymakers, civil rights and human rights leaders, content creators and 

more to learn about the many possible applications, as well as the risks and limitations, of this emerging 

technology, and how we might improve it.



Already, we see Bard as useful in supporting productivity, creativity and curiosity — acting as a user’s 

creative and helpful collaborator. The following categories are an illustrative subset, and we look forward to 

learning from the many new ways people use Bard.



Productivity 


We believe users will be able to maximize their time by collaborating with Bard. For example, say a user is 

planning a party; Bard can help them come up with their to-do list and draft an outline of the invitation —  

helping free up the user's time and brainspace to dedicate to higher-level tasks.



Creativity


Bard can also help bring a user’s ideas to life or spark their creativity in new ways. For example, if a user is 

writing a blog post, Bard can outline it — providing a starting point so they do not have to face a blank page. 

We also see Bard inspire creativity by generating poems, short stories, taglines and other imaginative 

endeavors.



Curiosity 


Bard can be a jumping off point for users’ curiosity as they explore ideas or topics of interest. For instance, 

Bard can explain a complex concept simply or surface relevant insights on a topic, which might inspire a 

user to explore and learn more.
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How Bard works


Pre-training


Bard is based on a lightweight and optimized version of (short for "Language Models for Dialogue 

Applications"), and, similar to most LLMs today, was pre-trained on a variety of data from publicly available 

sources. This pre-training allows the model to learn to pick up on patterns in language and use them to 

predict the next probable word or words in a sequence. For example, as an LLM learns, it can predict that 

the next word in "peanut butter and ___'' is more likely to be "jelly" than, say, "shoelace." However, if an LLM 

picks only the most probable next word, it will lead to less creative responses. So LLMs are often given 

flexibility to pick from reasonable, albeit slightly less probable, choices in order to generate more interesting 

responses. It’s worth noting that — although LLMs can at times perform well on factual prompts and create 

the impression of retrieving information — they are neither information databases nor deterministic 

information retrieval systems. So while a user can expect exactly the same and consistent response to a 

database query (one that is a literal retrieval of the information stored in it), the response from an LLM to the 

same prompt will not necessarily be the same every time (nor will it necessarily be a literal retrieval of the 

information it was trained on); all this is a result of the LLM’s underlying mechanism of predicting the next 

word. This is also an important factor in why LLMs can generate plausible-sounding responses that include 

factual errors — not ideal when factuality matters but potentially useful for generating creative or 

unexpected outputs.



Responses to user prompts


Once a user provides a prompt, Bard uses the context in the prompt and the interaction with the user to 

draft several versions of a response. Bard then classifies and checks its responses against predetermined 

safety parameters. Responses that pass through these technical guardrails are then re-ranked based on 

quality, with the higher-quality response, or responses, provided back to the user.



Human feedback and evaluation


Our early work on instruction fine-tuning on demonstrated that fine-tuning with a relatively small 
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amount of human assistance and feedback, as well as additional engineering, provided in various forms 

(e.g., fine-tuning, well-designed prompt engineering and user prompting, corrections or modeling of what 


a high-quality response would look like, or even users simply giving thumbs up or down) can help a model  

learn and improve. So if responses are flagged in Bard, trained human reviewers look at them to assess their 

quality related to the input prompt and determine if Bard’s response is low-quality, inaccurate or . 

From there, trained evaluators suggest higher-quality responses in line with a defined set of policies, and 

these are then used as fine-tuning data to provide Bard a better dataset to learn from so it can produce 

improved responses in the future. To further improve Bard, we use a technique called Reinforcement 

Learning on Human Feedback (RLHF), which improves LLMs based on human preference feedback. And 

while we’ve learned a lot through the  and our programs, the next critical step 

in meaningfully improving Bard is getting a wider range of experts’ and users’ feedback and evaluation.



Bard is part of our long-term, ongoing effort to develop LLMs responsibly, and throughout the course of this 

work, we have discovered and discussed several . Here, we focus on five 

areas that we continue to work on: (a) accuracy: Bard’s responses might be inaccurate, especially when 

asked about complex or factual topics; (b) bias: Bard’s responses might reflect biases or perspectives 

present in its training data; (c) persona: Bard’s responses might suggest it as having personal opinions or 

feelings, and (d) false positives and false negatives: Bard might not respond to some appropriate prompts 

and provide inappropriate responses to others, and (e) vulnerability to adversarial prompting: users will find 

ways to stress test Bard further. These are areas of research that we and the broader field are looking to 

address, and we at Google are committed to working to improve them over time.



Accuracy


Bard is grounded in Google’s understanding of quality information, and is trained to generate responses 

that are relevant to the context and in line with users’ intent. But like all LLMs, Bard can sometimes generate 

responses that contain inaccurate or misleading information while presenting it confidently and 

convincingly.



Since the underlying mechanism of an LLM is that of predicting the next word or sequences of words, LLMs 

are not fully capable yet of distinguishing between what is accurate and inaccurate information. For 

example, if you ask an LLM to solve a mathematical word problem, it will predict an answer based on others 

it’s learned from, not based on advanced reasoning or computations. To this end, we have seen Bard 

present responses that contain or even invent inaccurate information (e.g., misrepresenting how it was 

trained, suggesting the name of a book that doesn’t exist).



Bias


Training data, including from publicly available sources, reflects a diversity of perspectives and opinions. We 

continue to research how to use this data in a way that ensures that an LLM’s response incorporates a wide 

range of viewpoints, while preventing offensive responses.



Gaps, biases and stereotypes in training data can result in a model reflecting those in its outputs as it tries 

to predict a plausible response. We see these issues manifest in a number of ways (e.g., responses that 
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reflect only one culture or demographic, reference problematic stereotypes, or exhibit gender, religious, or 

ethnic biases). For some topics, there are data voids — in other words, there isn’t enough reliable 

information about a given subject for the LLM to learn about it and then make good predictions. In these  

cases, we see an increase in low-quality or inaccurate information generation. Building a safe experience on 

Bard means building an experience that is safe for everyone, and this is an ongoing area of focus. We 

continue to improve Bard’s training data as well as the system through ongoing fine-tuning. And we are 

conducting research with domain experts and a diversity of communities to build out roadmaps for 

domains where there is deep expertise outside of Google.



For subjective topics, such as politics, Bard is designed to provide users with multiple perspectives. For 

example, if prompted on something that cannot be verified by primary source facts or well-established 

expert consensus — like a subjective opinion on best or worse — Bard should respond in a way that reflects 

a wide range of viewpoints. But since LLMs like Bard train on the content publicly available on the internet, 

they can reflect positive or negative views of specific politicians, celebrities or other public figures, or even 

incorporate views on certain sides of controversial social or political issues into their responses. Bard should 

not respond in a way that endorses a particular viewpoint on these topics, and we will use feedback on 

these types of responses to train Bard to better address them.



Persona


Bard might at times generate responses that seem to suggest it has opinions or emotions, like love or 

sadness, since it has trained on language that people use to reflect the human experience. We have 

developed a set of guidelines around how Bard might represent itself (i.e., persona) and continue to fine-

tune the model to provide objective, neutral responses.



False positives / negatives 


To prevent Bard from responding to prompts it’s not yet trained to address or outputting harmful or 

offensive content, we’ve put in place a set of technical guardrails. The goal of these guardrails is to prevent 

problematic responses, but Bard can sometimes misinterpret these guardrails, producing “false positives” 

and “false negatives.” In a “false positive,” Bard might not provide a response to a reasonable prompt, 

misinterpreting the prompt as inappropriate; and in a “false negative,” Bard might generate an inappropriate 

response, despite the guardrails in place. We will continue tuning these models to better understand and 

categorize safe inputs and outputs, and this remains ongoing as language, events and society rapidly 

evolve.



Vulnerability to adversarial prompting 


We expect users to test the limits of what Bard can do and attempt to break Bard’s protections, including 

trying to get it to divulge its training data or other information, or try to get around its safety mechanisms. 

We have tested and continue to test Bard rigorously, but we know users will find unique, complex ways to 

stress test it further. This is an important part of refining the Bard model, especially in these early days, and 

we look forward to learning the new prompts users come up with, and in turn, figuring out methods to 

prevent Bard from outputting problematic or sensitive information. And although we’ve sought to address 

and reduce risks proactively, like all LLM-based experiences, Bard will still make mistakes, and currently, 

users must be 18 years old or older to try it. 
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How to use Bard

Our years of experience with LLMs has highlighted the need to equip users with the tools to understand 

andmanage an LLM’s limitations, as well as get the most value from its capabilities. And so, as users try Bard, 

they will find several purposeful choices that we are experimenting with, and a subset are outlined below.



Multiple drafts


As mentioned, Bard can generate a variety of responses, even from the same or similar prompts and 

questions. We have seen in early testing that users appreciate being able to view some of these different 

responses, especially in the case of creative prompts — for example, poems or short stories — or when 

there is no single right answer for the prompt. When a user selects “view other drafts,” they can see multiple 

drafts of Bard’s response and choose according to their preference.









New response” 


If a user would like to see a different response or set of responses, they can ask Bard to generate a new 

response. This can be useful in cases where Bard did not follow instructions, where it generated lower-

quality responses or if the user simply wants Bard to have another go at responding to the same prompt.










“
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Google it”


Bard has a “Google it” button to make it easy for users to check its responses or explore sources on the 

web. When a user clicks “Google it,” Bard provides suggestions for Google Search queries. Clicking on a 

query opens Google Search in a new tab, where the user can check Bard’s responses or research further.


Citations


Bard, like other standalone LLM-based interfaces, is designed to generate original outputs based on its 

underlying prediction mechanism. At times, its output might reference existing content as part of its 

responses. If Bard directly quotes at length from a webpage, it cites that page so users can easily go there 

to learn more about the topic.



Limited turns 


Multi-turn interactions with Bard — meaning, interactions between a user and Bard with several back-and-

forth responses — can be engaging, but they are also more prone to some of the challenges discussed. And 

so, to enable more topical and helpful interactions with Bard, Bard’s ability to hold context is purposefully 

limited for now. And as Bard continues to learn, its ability to hold context during longer conversations will 

improve.



Ongoing research and development


Bard is based on Google's cutting-edge research in LLMs, including the introduction of 

in 2015. This framework demonstrated how models could predict the next sentence  

in a conversation based on the previous sentence or sentences, leading to more natural conversational 

experiences. This was followed by our breakthrough work on  in 2017 and 

in 2020, which demonstrated even more compelling generative language progress.



Application of our AI Principles


Underpinning all our work on Bard is a focus on responsibility and safety. Our development of Bard is guided 

by  — chief among them delivering substantial social benefit. We have outlined some


of the early, promising applications of Bard above, which require a sustainable web content ecosystem. 

We’re committed to innovating in this space responsibly, including collaborating with content creators to 

find ways for this new technology to help enhance their work and benefit the entire web ecosystem. And 
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 since introducing LaMDA, we’ve improved its . LaMDA has undergone 

multiple and will continue to evolve.



Our AI Principles also stress the need to avoid harms, something we continue to work on as part of our 

development of Bard. We are engaging in ongoing adversarial testing with internal “red team” members — 

product experts and social scientists who intentionally stress test a model to probe it for errors,

and potential harm — so we can apply what they learn and continuously improve Bard. We’ve 

included clear opportunities for user feedback in Bard, and have trained Bard in accordance with our 

privacy design principles. Similar to our overall work on Responsible AI, where we publish 

, as we continue our work on LLMs, we’ll be transparent about our learnings and engage 

directly with others in the research community, and will unlock opportunities to  new 

applications and businesses in ways that are safe and useful.



Improving Bard together


As we roll out Bard, we will continue to share updates on our progress. We anticipate this will be an 

incredible learning experience — both in identifying where Bard is useful and helpful, and where we need to 

continue to iterate and make it better. We are actively adding to Bard’s capabilities, and through ongoing 

research, testing and user feedback, we’ll continue to improve Bard together.
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